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Abstract 

The purpose of this paper is to determine some remarkable classes of 
the induced structures on the product of a locally conformally Kähler 
manifold with the real line and an almost contact metric manifold. 

1. Introduction 

From Chinea and Gonzalez [6], it is known that there are a large number 
of classes of almost contact structures. These manifolds are grouped in 
Sasakian, cosymplectic and Kenmotsu types. In 1985, using the warped 
product, Oubiña showed that there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
Sasakian and Kählerian structures [10]. In 2013, building on the work of 
Tanno [8], Blair [5] introduced the notion of D -homothetic warping and he 
showed by another way this correspondence. 
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Recently, Beldjilali and Belkhelfa [1] introduced the notion of D -
homothetic bi-warping and proved that every Sasakian manifold M generates 
a 1-parameter family of Kählerian manifolds, thereby generalizing the results 
of Oubiña and Blair. They investigated the conditions on the product of a 
cosymplectic or Kenmotsu manifold and the real line to be a family of 
conformal Kähler manifolds. Regarding this result, one can ask if it is 
possible to construct a Sasakian cone with the same reasoning. 

On the other hand, in [7], Kenmotsu proved that a locally Kenmotsu 
manifold is a warped product M×I  of an interval I  and a Kähler manifold 

M with warping function ( ) ,tcetf =  where c is a positive constant. 

Conversely, the conformal Kähler manifold M is supposed to be warped 
product of odd dimensional manifold M and the real line .R  Then the 
conditions in which the odd dimensional manifold M is an almost Kenmotsu 
manifold are investigated lately. 

In [9], Tshikuna-Matamba examined the product of an almost Hermitian 
manifold with an almost contact metric manifold and completed the study of 
Oubiña [10]. 

Here, by deforming the canonical almost contact metric structure with 
some functions of the norm of vectors and a 1-form, we construct many 
geometric structures rely on a locally conformally Kähler structure. 

This paper is organized in the following way. 

Section 2 is devoted to the background of the structures which will be 
used in the sequel. 

In Section 3, we examine the product of a locally conformally Kähler 
manifold with the real line. Since this product is Sasakian or Kenmotsu 
manifold, we give the conversely study of Oubiña [10] and Blair [5]. In 
Section 4, we construct a concrete example. Section 5 is devoted to the case 
of the product of an almost Hermitian manifold with an almost contact metric 
manifold. This completes the work of Tshikuna-Matamba [9]. 
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2. Preliminaries 

2.1. Almost contact metric structures and Sasakian structures 

For more background on almost contact metric manifolds, we refer the 
reader to [3, 4]. 

An odd dimensional Riemannian manifold ( )gM ,  is said to be an 

almost contact metric manifold if there exist on M a ( )1,1  tensor field ϕ, a 

vector field ξ (called the structure vector field) and a 1-form η such that 

( ) ( ) ( )ξη+−=ϕ=ξη XXX2,1   and 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),,, YXYXgXXg ηη−=ϕϕ  (2.1) 

for any vector fields X, Y on M. In particular, in an almost contact metric 
manifold, we also have 0=ϕξ  and .0=ϕη  

Such a manifold is said to be a contact metric manifold if ,Φ=ηd  

where ( ) ( )YXgYX ϕ=Φ ,,  is called the fundamental 2-form of M. If, in 

addition, ξ is a Killing vector field, then M is said to be a K-contact manifold. 
It is well-known that a contact metric manifold is a K-contact manifold if and 
only if ,XX ϕ−=ξ∇  for any vector field X on M. 

On the other hand, the almost contact metric structure of M is said to be 
normal if 

( ) [ ]( ) ( ) ,0,2,,, =ξη+ϕϕ=ϕ YXdYXYXN  (2.2) 

for any X, Y, where [ ]ϕϕ,  denotes the Nijenhuis torsion of ϕ, given by 

[ ]( ) [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ].,,,,,, 2 YXYXYXYXYX ϕϕ−ϕϕ−ϕϕ+ϕ=ϕϕ  

An almost contact metric structure ( )g,,, ηξϕ  on M is said to be        

[3, 4, 7] 
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( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )⎪
⎪
⎩

⎪⎪
⎨

⎧

ηξϕη∧Φ=Φ=η⇔

ηξϕ=η=Φ⇔

ηξϕη=Φ⇔

,normalis,,and2,0:c

,normalis,,and0:b

,normalis,,and:a

ddKenmotsu

ddicCosymplect

dSasaki

 (2.3) 

where d denotes the exterior derivative. These manifolds can be characterized 
through their Levi-Civita connection, by requiring 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

ϕη−ξϕ=ϕ∇⇔
=ϕ∇⇔

η−ξ=ϕ∇⇔

XYYXgYKenmotsu
icCosymplect

XYYXgYSasaki

X

X

,:3
,0:2

,,:1
 (2.4) 

(see [3, 4, 11]). 

2.2. Almost complex structures and Kählerian structures 

For more background on almost complex structure manifolds, we 
recommend [11]. 

An almost complex manifold with a Hermitian metric is called an almost 
Hermitian manifold. For an almost Hermitian manifold ( ),,, gJM  we thus 

have 

( ) ( ).,,,12 YXgJYJXgJ =−=  

An almost complex structure J is integrable, and hence the manifold is a 
complex manifold, if and only if its Nijenhuis tensor jN  vanishes, with 

( ) [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ].,,,,, YJXJJYXJYXJYJXYXN j −−−=  (2.5) 

For an almost Hermitian manifold ( ),,, gJM  we define the fundamental 

Kähler form as: 

( ) ( ).,, JYXgYX =Ω  

( )gJM ,,  is then called almost Kähler if  is closed, i.e., .0=Ωd  It can be 

shown that this condition for ( )gJM ,,  to be almost Kähler is equivalent to 

( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) .0,,, =∇+∇+∇ YXJgXZJgZYJg ZYX  
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An almost Kähler manifold with integrable J is called a Kähler manifold, and 
thus is characterized by the conditions: 0=Ωd  and .0=JN  One can prove 

that both these conditions combined are equivalent with the single condition 

.0=∇J  

For brevity, we call a Kählerian manifold with exact Kähler form 
( )θ=Ω d.,e.i  for some 1-form θ an exact Kählerian manifold. 

A locally conformally Kähler structure, or shortly l.c.K. structure on a 
differentiable manifold M is a Hermitian structure on M with its associated 
fundamental form Ω satisfying Ω∧ω=Ωd  for some closed 1-form ω 
(which is so-called Lee form). A differentiable manifold M is called a locally 
conformally Kähler manifold, or shortly l.c.K. manifold if M admits a l.c.K. 
structure. Note that l.c.K. structure Ω is globally conformally Kähler (or 
Kähler) if and only if ω is exact (or 0, respectively). 

3. Product nM 2×R  

Let ( )gJM ,,  be an almost Hermitian manifold of dimension 2n. On the 

product ,~ MM ×= R  one can define an almost contact structure ( )ηξϕ ~,~,~  

by setting 

( ) ,~,~,~ θ+=η∂=ξ∂θ−=ϕ drJXJXX rr  (3.1) 

and a Riemannian metric g~  given by 

,~~~ η⊗η+α= gg  (3.2) 

for any vector field X of M and r∂  denotes the unit tangent field to ,R  

where θ is a 1-form on M and α is a positive function on .R  

Proposition 3.1. The structure ( )g~,~,~,~ ηξϕ  constructed on the product 

M~  is an almost contact metric structure. 

Proof. The proof follows by a routine calculation, we shall omit it.  
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We denote by ϕ~N  the tensor field of type ( )2,1  on .~M  Using definition 

of ϕ~  in (3.1) with formulas (2.2) and (2.5), the only non-zero component of 

ϕ~N  is 

( ) ( )( )YXN ,0,,0~ =ϕ  

( ) ( )( ) ( ( )) ( )( ),,;,,,2 YXNYXNJYJXdYXd JJθ−θ−θ=  

for all X, Y are vector fields on M. 

We note that ( )ηξϕ ~,~,~  is normal if and only if J is integrable and =θd  

.Jdθ  

On the other hand, the fundamental 2-form Φ~  of ( )g~,~,~,~ ηξϕ  is 

.,~,,~,,,~
⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛ ⎟

⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛

∂
∂ϕ⎟

⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛

∂
∂=⎟

⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛ ⎟

⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛

∂
∂

⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛

∂
∂Φ YtbXtagYtbXta  

Easily, it follows that 

,~ Ωα=Φ  (3.3) 

and hence 

⎩
⎨
⎧

⎩
⎨
⎧

θ=η
Ωα+Ω∧α′=Φ

⇒
θ+=η

Ωα=Φ
.~

~

~

~

dd
ddrd

dr
 

For the special cases, we have the following: 

(1) Almost Kähler: 
⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

θ+Ωα−Φ=θ=η

Ω∧α′=Φ

,~~
,~

ddd

drd
 

(2) L.c.K.: 
( ) ( )( )

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

θ=η

Ω∧θ−Ωα+α−α′+Φ∧η=Φ

.~
,22~~2~

dd

drd
 

We can claim the following first main theorem: 
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Theorem 3.1. (1) The almost contact metric structure on M~  is an 
almost cosymplectic if and only if the almost Hermitian structure ( )Jg,  is 

almost Kähler with .0=θd  In addition, the structure on M~  is cosymplectic 

if and only if the structure ( )Jg,  is exact Kählerian. 

(2) The almost contact metric structure on M~  is a contact metric if         
and only if the almost Hermitian structure ( )Jg,  is almost Kähler with 

Ωα=θd  and α is a positive constant. In addition, the structure on M~  is       
α-Sasakian if and only if the structure ( )Jg,  is exact Kählerian with 

.1 θ
α

=Ω d  

(3) The almost contact metric structure on M~  is a Kenmotsu if and only 
if the almost Hermitian structure ( )Jg,  is locally conformally Kähler with 

Ω∧θ=Ω 2d  and ,2rce=α  where .0>c  

Proof. The necessity was observed above for both cases. 

For the sufficiency, first note that 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )⎪

⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

θ=η
Ωα=Φ
Ωα′=∂Φ

.,,0,,0~
,,,,0,,0,,0~

,,,0,,0,0,~

YXdYXd
ZYXdZYXd

YXYXd r
 (3.4) 

(1) Suppose that ( )g~,~,~,~ ηξϕ  is an almost cosymplectic structure on ,~M  

i.e., we have .0~~ =η=Φ dd  Then (3.4) gives 

0,0 =Ω=α′ d    and   ,0=θd  

i.e., J is an almost Kählerian structure with θ as an exact 1-form on M and α 
is a strictly positive constant. 

(2) Suppose that ( )g~,~,~,~ ηξϕ  is a contact metric structure on ,~M  i.e., 

we have Φ=η ~~d  which gives Ωα=θd  implying that 0=Ωd  since 0=θd  
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which confirms that J is an almost Kählerian structure with exact Kähler 

form θ
α

=Ω d1  and α is a strictly positive constant. 

(3) Suppose that ( )g~,~,~,~ ηξϕ  is a Kenmotsu structure on ,~M  i.e., we 

have ,~~2~ Φ∧η=Φd  and .0~ =ηd  From equations (3.4), we obtain 

0,2,2 =θΩ∧θ=Ω=α ddce r  

which shows that J is a locally conformally Kähler with Ω∧θ=Ω 2d  and 

,2rce=α  where .0>c   

4. Construction of an Example 

For this construction, we use our example in [1]. We denote the 

Cartesian coordinates in a 4-dimensional Euclidean space 4E  by ( )zyxt ,,,  

and let ( )gJ ,  be an almost Hermitian structure defined by 

( )
,

00
000

00
0001

2222

22

222222

⎟⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛

′′τ−
ρ

′τ−τ′+ρ
=

ffff
f

ffff
g  

,

001
0010
0100

01

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛

τ−′−

−

′′τ−

=

ff

ffff

J  

where ( ) ( )zyxtff ,,, ρ=ρ=  and ( )zyx ,,τ=τ  are three functions on 

.4E  

We know that ( )gJ ,  has two cases: 

(1) Kählerian structure when 2
2 2ρ−=τ  and ,033 =τ=ρ  
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(2) locally conformally Kählerian structure when ,0323 =τ=τ=ρ  

where 
i

i x∂
ρ∂=ρ  and .

i
i x∂

τ∂=τ  

On the other hand, we have 

( ) ,22 22 dydxfdxdzdtff ∧ρ−τ−∧′=Ω  

which implies 

.424 22 ρ∧∧ρ−τ∧∧′+∧∧ρ′−=Ω ddydxfdxdtffdydxdtffd  

So, for the first case, we get 

( ( )),2 dxdzfd τ−=Ω  

and for the second case, we obtain 

.ln 2 Ω∧=Ω fdd  

Using the above cases and Theorem 3.1, the manifold ( )gE ~,~,~,~,4 ηξϕ×R  

is: 

(1) Sasakian if 0,2 33
2

2 =τ=ρρ−=τ  and ( ),2 dxdzf τ−=θ  

(2) Kenmotsu if rce2
323 ,0 =α=τ=τ=ρ  and .ln 2fd=ω  

5. Product nm MM 2
2

12
1 ×+  

Let ( )11111 ,,,, gM ηξϕ  be an almost contact metric manifold of 

dimension 12 1 +n  and ( )22 ,, gJM  be an almost Hermitian manifold of 

dimension .2 2n  It is known that the product 21 MMM ×=  is a 

differentiable manifold of dimension ( ) .12 21 ++ nn  One can put =n  

21 nn +  so that the dimension of M is .12 +n  On the product 

,21 MMM +=  one defines an almost contact structure ( )g,,, ηξϕ  by 

setting 
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( ) ( )( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )⎪
⎪
⎪

⎩

⎪⎪
⎪

⎨

⎧

θθ+ηθ+θη+

α+=

ξ=ξθ+η=η

ξθ−ϕ=ϕ

.

,,,,,

,0,,,

,,,

22112211

2221112121

121121

2121121

YXYXYX

YXgYXgYYXXg

XXXX

JXJXXXX

 (5.1) 

for any vector fields 11, YX  of 1M  and 22 , YX  of ,2M  where θ is a 1-form 

on 2M  and α is a positive function on .1M  

Proposition 5.1. The structure ( )g,,, ηξϕ  constructed on the product 

21 MMM ×=  is an almost contact metric structure. 

Proof. It follows from (2.1).  

We denote by ϕN  the tensor of the almost contact metric structure of 

1M  (see (2.2)) and JN  the Nijenhuis tensor of the almost complex structure 

J. Then from the almost contact metric structure of M defined in (5.1) and 
formula (2.2), we get 

Proposition 5.2. The almost contact metric structure ( )g,,, ηξϕ  on M 

is normal if and only if the almost contact metric structure ( )1111 ,,, gηξϕ  

on 1M  is normal and the almost Hermitian structure J on 2M  is integrable 

and .Jdd θ=θ  

Proof. Since ϕN  is a tensor field of type ( )2,1  on M, it suffices to 

compute it on pairs of vector fields of the forms ( ),, 11 YX  ( )21, YX  and 

( ),, 22 YX  where ,1X  1Y  and ,2X  2Y  are vector fields on 1M  and ,2M  

respectively. Using definition of ϕ in (5.1) with formulas (2.2) and (2.5), we 
have 

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )( )

( ) ( )( )⎪
⎪
⎩

⎪⎪
⎨

⎧

ξθ−θ+
ξθ−=

ϕθ=
=

ϕ

ξϕ

ϕϕ

.,,2
,,,

,,
,,,

12222

1222222

11221

1111

1

1

JYJXdYXd
YXNYXNYXN

XJYYXN
YXNYXN

JJ

L
 (5.2) 
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Suppose that ( )g,,, ηξϕ  on M is normal, i.e., .0=ϕN  From the first 

equation of (5.2), we get .01 =ϕN  From the third equation, we get 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ,0,,2,, 1222212222 =ξθ−θ+ξθ− JYJXdYXdYXNYXN JJ  

which implies 0=JN  and .Jdd θ=θ  

Conversely, suppose that ( )1111 ,,, gηξϕ  is normal and J is integrable 

with θ exact, i.e., we have 0,01 ==ϕ JNN  and .0=θd  From (5.2), we get 

( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )⎪

⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

=
ϕθ=

=

ϕ

ξϕ

ϕ

0,
,,

,0,

22

11221

11

1
YXN

XJYYXN
YXN

L  

and knowing that 

( ) [ ] [ ] ( ) ( ),,,,, 1111111111 11 XXXXN ϕ=ξϕ−ϕξ=ξϕ ξϕ L  

then we obtain .0=ϕN   

The manifold ( )gM ,,,, ηξϕ  possesses a fundamental 2-form, φ, 

defined by 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ).,,,,,, 21212121 YYXXgYYXX ϕ=φ  

From the definitions of g and ϕ (see (5.1)), we get 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ),,,,,, 221112121 YXYXYYXX Ωα+φ=φ  (5.3) 

where Ω is the fundamental Kähler form of 2M  given by ( ) =Ω 22, YX  

( )., 222 JYXg  

We have immediately that 

.1 Ωα+Ω∧α+φ=φ dddd  (5.4) 

For our motivation, we consider 2M  is a locally conformally Kähler 

manifold with .Ω∧ω=Ωd  From (5.4), we get 

( ) .ln1 Ω∧ω+αα+φ=φ ddd  (5.5) 
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For the special cases of ,1M  we have the following: 

(1) Almost cosymplectic: 
( )

⎩
⎨
⎧

θ=η
Ω∧ω+αα=φ

.
,ln

dd
dd

 

(2) Almost Kenmotsu: 

( )
⎩
⎨
⎧

θ=η
Ω∧θ−ω+η−αα+φ∧θ−φ∧η=φ

.
,22ln22 11

dd
dd

 

(3) Contact metric: 
( )

⎩
⎨
⎧

Ωα−θ+φ=η
Ω∧θ+αα=φ

.
,ln

dd
dd

 

We note that: 

(1) φ is closed only in the case of almost cosymplectic if and only if 
0=ω  and α is a constant. 

(2) φ∧η=φ 2d  only in the case of almost Kenmotsu if and only if 

02 =θ=ω  and .2ln 1η=αd  

(3) φ=ηd  only in the case of contact metric if and only if ,0=ω  

Ωα=θd  and α is a constant. 

Therefore, summing up the arguments above, we have the following 
second main theorem: 

Theorem 5.1. (1) The almost contact metric structure on M is          
almost cosymplectic if and only if the almost contact metric structure 
( )1111 ,,, gηξϕ  on 1M  is almost cosymplectic and the almost Hermitian 

structure ( )2, gJ  on 2M  is almost Kähler with θ being exact. 

In addition, the structure on M is cosymplectic if and only if the 
structures on 1M  and 2M  are cosymplectic and Kählerian, respectively, 

with θ being exact. 

(2) The almost contact metric structure on M is almost Kenmotsu if and 
only if the almost contact metric structure ( )1111 ,,, gηξϕ  on 1M  is almost 
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Kenmotsu and the almost Hermitian structure ( )2, gJ  on 2M  is almost 

Kähler with 0=θ  and .2ln 1η=αd  

In addition, the structure on M is Kenmotsu if and only if the structures 
on 1M  and 2M  are Kenmotsu and Kählerian, respectively, with 0=θ  and 

.2ln 1η=αd  

(3) The almost contact metric structure on M is a contact metric 
structure if and only if the almost contact metric structure ( )1111 ,,, gηξϕ  

on 1M  is a contact metric structure and the almost Hermitian structure 

( )2, gJ  on 2M  is almost Kähler exact with ,Ωα=θd  where α is a 

constant. 

In addition, the structure on M is α-Sasakian if and only if the structures 
on 1M  and 2M  are Sasakian and Kählerian exact, respectively. 

Proof. The necessity was observed above for both cases. 

For the sufficiency, first note that 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ),,,0,,0,,0, 1111111 ZYXdZYXd ϕ=ϕ  (5.6) 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ),,,0,,0,0, 221221 ZYXZYXd Ωα=ϕ  (5.7) 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ),,,,0,,0,,0 222222 ZYXdZYXd Ωα=ϕ  (5.8) 

for all 111 ,, ZYX  vector fields on 1M  and 222 ,, ZYX  vector fields on .2M  

(1) Suppose that ( )g,,, ηξϕ  is an almost cosymplectic structure. Then 

we have 0=ϕd  and .0=ηd  Equations (5.6), (5.7) and (5.8) give ,01 =ϕ  

constant=α  and ,0=Ωd  respectively, and knowing that ,1 θ+η=η          

we get .0=θ=η dd  So ( )g,,, 11 ηξϕ  and ( )2, gJ  are cosymplectic and 

Kählerian structures, respectively. 

(2) Suppose that ( )g,,, ηξϕ  is an almost Kenmotsu structure. Then we 

have ϕ∧η=ϕ 2d  and .0=ηd  Equations (5.6), (5.7) and (5.8) give 
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( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )⎪
⎪
⎩

⎪⎪
⎨

⎧

Ωα=ϕαθ

Ωα=Ωαη

ϕ=ϕη

,,,,2

,,,2

,,,,2

222222

2212211

111111111

ZYXdZYX

ZYXZYX

ZYXdZYX

 

with ,01 =θ+η=η ddd  which implies 

⎪
⎪
⎩

⎪⎪
⎨

⎧

=θΩ∧θ=Ω

η=α

=ηϕ∧η=ϕ

.0,2

,2ln

,0,2

1

1111

dd

d

dd

 

In addition, the equation 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ),0,,0,,,020,,0,,,0 112112 ZYXZYXd ϕ∧η=ϕ  

gives ( ) ( )1112 ,20 ZYX ϕθ=  which give .0=θ  

So ( )1111 ,,, gηξϕ  and ( )2, gJ  are almost Kenmotsu and almost Kähler 

structures, respectively. 

(3) Suppose that ( )g,,, ηξϕ  is a contact metric structure, i.e., .ϕ=ηd  

Then, for all ,1X  1Y  vector fields on 1M  and ,2X  2Y  vector fields on ,2M  

we get 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

Ωα=θ

ϕ=η
⇔

ϕ=η

ϕ=η

.

,,,,

2222

111111

2222

1111

XXXXd

YXYXd

XXXXd

YXYXd
 

On the other hand, ϕ=ηd  implies 0=ϕd  which gives ,01 =ϕ  =α  

constant and .0=Ωd  

So, ( )1111 ,,, gηξϕ  and ( )2, gJ  are contact metric and almost Kähler 

structures, respectively.  
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